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MAKING A 
DIFFERENCE
IS WHAT WE DO BEST

Now is the time to ask,
what will your brand be 
remembered for in 2020?



©Responding to Covid-19

The UK is in lock-down: schools are closed, those 
who can must work from home, the high streets 
are empty, and the NHS is braced. In the wake of 
global change, businesses are having to ask 
themselves how they can respond. And, how they 
can set an example.

Help comes in all shapes and sizes. Whether it’s 
delivering food to the elderly, dog walking free of 
charge, or setting up online support groups, local 
communities are proactively looking to help one 
another through this difficult period. The BBC has 
reported millions of individuals flocking to join 
community support groups all over the UK and 
the general consensus seems to be one of let’s 
get through this together. 
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When it comes to global brands offering support though, it’s not quite so easy as stepping outside the front 
door and seeing who needs help. Gears take longer to crank into motion and impact can have further reaching 
consequences, not to mention, longer lasting. Now, more than ever, brands need to show generosity, flexibility 
and community spirit. Responding in the correct way to what has been dubbed a ‘national health crisis’ 
involves thought and consideration, upon a backdrop of good intention and kindness. Which is why it can be 
helpful to take a look at how some of the others are doing it…

Good intention 
and kindness

Support

Considered 
recipient
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The following report has been 
compiled with the intention to provide 
insight and ideas to brands about how 
they can be a force for good in these 
unprecedented times. If you consider 
yourself to be a brand with purpose, 
then now is the time to act. 

INSIGHT
+ IDEAS
= TIME 
TO ACT



©A Global Pandemic

We live in a global world. Even in a state 
of lock down, it’s important to look 
beyond our own borders and see how 
others are handling the crisis. We’ve 
analysed initiatives and trends from 
around the world, identified some of 
the most impactful. 

The following slides are case studies 
that have been split into four 
categories, all of which are ways in 
which businesses can act ‘with 
purpose’:
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Being good to staff
Repurposing skills
Donating what you can

Getting creative
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As always, it’s important to get your own house in order, before 
looking further afield. The easiest way to do this is to make sure 
your team are taken care of. The pandemic has caused 
bankruptcies already and no doubt many more businesses, large 
and small, will go under without government support. The best 
thing management can do for their team is keep them well 
informed and treat them with the respect they deserve.

Multinationals like Google are already setting aside pockets of 
funding for families or temporary staff that won’t be able to come 
into work because of quarantine and Apple has announced it will 
offer unlimited sick pay for those who show symptoms of the virus. 
On a smaller scale, directing staff to government resources that 
could help is a way to make them feel supported.

Treating staff with 
decency and transparency

Case studies >



©Treating staff with decency and transparency
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Repurposing Production Lines
Those who are able, have stopped production as 
normal and taken up the production of essentials. Car 
manufacturers like General Motors and Jaguar Land 
Rover have begun making the ventilators so 
desperately needed in intensive care all over the 
world. Clothing brands like Zara on the other hand, 
have created and donated millions of face masks and 
hospital gowns, while alcohol and perfume brands 
BrewDog and LVMH have used diverted their skills to 
creating hand sanitiser. 

Case studies >



©Repurposing Production Lines
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Case studies >

Businesses large and small have been supporting key workers, shelters and 
charities by donating what they can and offering discounts on essential 
goods. Many restaurants and cafes, who’ve been forced to close their doors, 
continue to cook for the needy, alongside global brands like BP, who’ve been 
offering free fuel to ambulances and emergency services. 

Monetary donations are an obvious way to ‘do good’ in difficult times, yet as 
hundreds of brands continue to see profits plummet as a result of the crisis, 
it can be difficult to think in those terms. Nonetheless, the public are more 
sensitive than ever when it comes to where the money is going, who is being 
bailed out, and who is helping out. As certain airlines receive millions in 
government funding to stay afloat, criticism has been voiced by those who 
need only cite the struggling NHS. In Italy, many luxury fashion brands have 
donated millions, despite taking a massive financial hit themselves. Gucci, 
Versace and Prada are just some of the big names who’ve stepped up.

Donating Product, Time and Money



©Donating Product, Time and Money
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Building Communities 
and Creating Positive Content 
The quarantine has forced brands to think differently about how they 
present themselves and how they can redefine the way they operate 
to suit a world in lock down. Finding ways to provide much-needed 
support to people who cannot leave the house is a big part of this. 
With schools, gyms, bars and pretty much every establishment 
frequented by the public in normal times now closed, free time 
looms ominously. 

It’s into this new space that creative brands can prove themselves 
agile and up for the challenge of reinvention. Already, businesses 
associated with the outdoors are taking themselves indoors, sports 
companies have begun creating work out videos, Time Out is now 
Time In and theatres and music venues have set up streaming 
services so that fans can continue to enjoy gigs and shows from the 
comfort of their own home. 

Case studies >



©Building Communities and Creating Positive Content 
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In easier times, acting responsibly and 
behaving like a ‘brand with purpose’ didn’t 
have the same weight. Now though, with the 
economy on the brink of collapse and 
millions of lives at risk, everyone has the 
opportunity to ‘make good’. 

Life as we know it will probably never be the 
same again, so think not only about the 
brand you want to be today, but also in a 
year’s time, or ten years’ time. The good 
news is, when the rulebook has been thrown 
out, it’s up to forward thinkers to rewrite it. 

BRAND 
WITH 
PURPOSE



Contact Pauline Kent  
Pauline@satellitepr.com

07809 195871

At Satellite PR we have been working with 
forward thinkers for over ten years. We’ve 
developed purpose driven communication 
campaigns that deliver more than column inches. 
From regenerating playgrounds for Sudocrem to 
getting students into cooking with Safeway, from 
helping to recruit hundreds of ambulance crew 
with an advertising campaign and social media 
support, which involved donating time and 
creative resource, our ideas produce content, 
build communities and win awards. Making a 
difference is what we do best.

If you want to be remembered for doing good 
stuff in 2020 then we’re here to help and we’re 
offering our advice for FREE.



Will you be a 
force for good?
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